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Dear TRIZ Leaders,
I am writing this message for asking for your consideration, help, and cooperation for the sake of
TRIZ.
For these three decades, TRIZ has been proliferated widely in the world to the extent that
various activities, achievements, and accumulated knowledge are not viewable easily.
We know that many (global/country-scale) associations, industries, consultancies, academic
groups, individual persons are making their TRIZ-related works open in their Web sites.
However, the more abundant the works and individual sites grow, the more difficult it becomes
recently for people to learn the overall view and to find good works useful for themselves.
A solution for releasing such a difficulty is to "Build a page of TRIZ Sites in the World” and to
share it among many Web sites and to keep it up-to-date by the cooperation of many of you and
your colleagues.
In 2008, I made such a page: "Extended 120 TRIZ Links in the World"
http://www.osaka-gu.ac.jp/php/nakagawa/TRIZ/eTRIZ/elinksref/eWorldLinks.html
(See the attached gif figure and a pdf file.)

I spent 4 full months for building it (and Links in Japan).
I could not update the page for these nearly 10 years.
If I would try to make this up-to-date at the same level, it would certainly take full one year.
And many good sites written in various languages other than English will be missed in the list.

Thus may I ask you for your favor?

(a) Could you please join an voluntary project of "Building a page of TRIZ Sites in the World"?
--- This project is now named “World TRIZ Sites Project”,
(b) Could you suggest any practical way to carry out such a project at your local level as well as
at the global level?
(c) In a number of sites, such a list of TRIZ Links is already posted.

So collecting them may be

an initial step.
(d) Brief annotation of each TRIZ Site is necessary for people to select links useful for
themselves.
Please use the descriptions in my page as samples.

Annotation may be detailed or short,

depending on the extent, quality, usefulness, etc. of the site.

At the end of annotation, please

add your initial and the date of annotation.
(e) Since 2008, many new sites have emerged and are working actively.
Thus probably, we will make "Extended 300 TRIZ Sites in the World" and also "Selected 50
TRIZ Sites in the World".
(f) Expecting to handle such a large number of sites, we will need 3-4 co-editors and 1-2 technical
supporting staff in addition to many people who actually visit and describe TRIZ sites.
(g) The scope may not (or should not) be limited to TRIZ in a strict sense.

Important sites in

various areas around TRIZ may also be collected and be shown in a special section in the page.
(h) The vision behind this project is written in my proposal of
"Global Network of Public Web Sites in TRIZ: A Proposal for Building A Global TRIZ
Community (3)", by Toru Nakagawa, ETRIA TFC 2010.
http://www.osaka-gu.ac.jp/php/nakagawa/TRIZ/eTRIZ/eforum/e2010Forum/ePublicSite2010
/ePublicSitesProposal101027.html
(i) I am sending this email message to 95 TRIZ leaders of 33 countries/regions, as listed in the
csv file attached.
The list does not have any intention of excluding any other people who are voluntary to
joining this project.
--- This list is not shown publicly.

Instead a list of Project Members is to be shown in the

public space, arranged in the order of their Regions/Countries.
I sincerely wish your understanding and cooperation.
Looking forward to hearing from you,
Best wishes,
Toru Nakagawa
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